Even on our best days, we teachers of argumentation sometimes suspect that our students are thinking bad things about us: that they don't like our subject! In this essay, I will give an account of a classroom exercise I call "What Does Arguing Look Like?" aimed to elicit and confront this suspected negative view of arguing. I'll start by pointing out why we need to know what our students are thinking. I'll then describe the exercise as I used it in one class, and analyze in detail the results it produced. And I'll close with some speculations about what we can learn from these results.
Why do we need to think about what students think?
Our students' negative view of arguing are a subject of troubles talk whenever teachers of argumentation gather. Like the teachers interviewed by the New York Times, we grumble about our "students' growing reluctance to debate," and how "students today tend to be more respectful of authority-parental and professorialthan they used to be, and more reticent about public disputation" (Kakutani, 2002) . Gerald Graff echoes some of our themes:
For many students, the very word "argument" ... conjures up an image not of spirited conversational give and take, but of acrimonious warfare in which competitors revile each other and make enemies yet rarely change each other's minds. Disputes end up producing winners and losers or a stalemate that frustrates all parties; either way they are useless except for stirring up bad blood. (2003, 56 ) Such gossip among teachers surely helps social bonding and lends emotional support. But there are at least some signs that our complaints are well founded. A strong negative streak turned up in the early studies of ordinary attitudes toward argument (Benoit, 1983; Scheerhom, 1987; Trapp, 1986; Walker, 1991 ; but see Legge, 1991) . Others have pointed out that a tie between arguing and warfare is built into the English language (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) and U.S. culture (Tannen, 1998) . Still, we'd be guilty of hasty generalization if we assumed that in our classes we always faced students with allegedly ordinary views. Ifwe want to know what this group of students is thinking, we should ask them.
But why would we want to know about this, or any of the other innumerable faulty views students start our classes with?-since, after all, the whole point of teaching is for them to end up somewhere better than where they began. Let me suggest three reasons.
The first and most obvious is to motivate students. A negative attitude towards argument can undermine students' Willingness to actively engage course material. No one would want to hone a skill that will only "help" them anger their friends, pick nits, and make the weaker argument appear the stronger. (No one except a few tyrants-in-training, that is.) But if the students are unmotivated, even the best presentation of argument diagramming or debate case structure is going to go unheard. So the argumentation teacher needs first to find out what students think about the usefulness of the subject, and then may need further to persuade them of views that will better motivate them to learn.
Recent learning theory suggests moreover that a negative view of argumentation will affect students' very ability to learn the course material. This theory goes under names like "constructivism," among others (e.g., Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 2000) ; it can be briefly summarized as follows. Students do not come to class with empty heads. They bring their own conceptions of the phenomena being studied with them, conceptions that have proven adequate to their needs. Any material the teacher presents will be fit into the pre-existing views, even if doing so requires it to be twisted out of recognition. For example, in an argumentation class students may hear all mentions of words related to "critical"-as in "critical thinking, critical questions, argument critique" -to mean "harsh and derogatory" as opposed to "careful and judicious," despite repeated warnings not to. A teacher's first duty, therefore, is to find out what students' pre-existing conceptions are. Further, once discovered, it will not help just to preach against these conceptions. Instead, the initial teaching strategy must be to challenge students with a situation in which their views are conspicuously unsatisfactory. Such experiences, the teacher hopes, will give the students incentive to examine and revise their conceptions themselves.
The constructivist line of reasoning flows into a third reason for wanting to know what our students are thinking, one more specific to our subject. As put forward by a cluster of scholars in the Communication field, argumentation is a practical art (e.g., Craig, 1996; Goodwin, 2002 ; see also Craig & Tracy, 1995 and Philipsen, 1992 with reference to communication generally). It is not a body of knowledge that can be grasped apart from the ability to use it in practice, nor a set of skills that can be applied mechanically, without thought. Rather argumentation as a practical art requires the practitioner engage in an activity directed by and realizing an understanding of that activity. For example, arguers quite ordinarily proceed by criticizing others' argumentative conduct, or defending their own, on the basis of norms they put forward as governing their transaction-that is, on the basis of an understanding of argument. Within the practical art of argument, one goal of theory must be to articulate or "speak out" the implicit conceptions of skilled arguers more precisely and accurately perhaps than they could (thus also Benoit, 1991; Trapp, 1986; Trapp & Benoit, 1987) . Within the art, again, one goal of pedagogy must be to engage students in their own theorizing, helping them deepen their understanding as they extend their skills. This conception of argumentation thus encourages teachers to accept their students as already quite skillful and knowledgeable communicators and reasoners. The problem, ifthere is a problem, may be that the competencies and understandings enabling students to be good at some activities (e.g., conversing as a friend) may disable them when they engage in others (e.g., arguing as a citizen). Again, this view suggests a pedagogical strategy not of preaching but of challenging students to adopt more considered views and to broaden their abilities to communicate differently in different contexts.
Whether to motivate students, to help them construct a more correct view of the subject, or to advance them in the practical art of argumentation, the teacher of argumentation thus may need to do two things:
She needs to elicit students' initial, pre-reflective views of arguing, so that she, and perhaps the students as well, can examine them. If those initial views appear faulty or limited, she needs to present students with challenges to them, inviting students to reflect more deeply. The exercise "What Does Arguing Look Like?" aims to achieve both these purposes.
2. The exercise I will report on the exercise as I used it first, in a sophomore/junior level introduction to rhetorical theory. This was not an argumentation class strictly speaking, although it did have a significant focus on political persuasion ("deliberative rhetoric") and the place of argument ("logos") within it; it further asked students to participate in weekly debates and argumentative papers. Seventy people were enrolled that Fall term; like the majority of students in this private, Midwestern university, they were "traditional" college age.
The exercise was used the fourth week of the quarter, during a unit devoted ~o the topic of the relationship of persuasion to force and violence. Sixty-two students were present in class. The reading for the day was Brockriede's classic essay on arguers as rapists, seducers and lovers (1972); the students had been assigned selections from Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) treatment of "argument as war" and from Foss and Griffin's identification of persuasion and violence (1995) on previous days. The 50 minute session opened with the regular ten minute quiz on the readings for that week.
The exercise itself took 30-35 minutes, and proceeded in three steps: Drawing; Images; Theorizing. The first step of the exercise (Drawing; ten minutes) asked students to articulate, visually and discursively, their initial conceptions of arguing. I began by writing the topic for the day on the board: What does arguing look like? (a question suggested by Meyers & Siebold, 1990) . I invited students to take out a sheet of paper, to think of a typical or recent example in their experience of people arguing, and then to draw it. In focusing on the visual representation of arguing in this and the following step of the exercise I was attempting to appeal to students' pre-reflective, non-verbalized understandings. I encouraged them not to worry about artistic talent, drawing a stick figure on the board as a demonstration of acceptable incompetence.
After a few minutes of sketching, I asked the students to exchange drawings with another student. Each partner was to examine the drawing, and then interview the other, asking three questions and recording the answers on the drawing: (I) Who is arguing with whom? (2) What are they arguing about? (3) What two or three words best describe how they are arguing?
The second step of the exercise (Images; ten to fifteen minutes) exposed students to some alternative views of arguing, again both visually and discursively. As the partner interviews were winding down, I turned off the lights and invited the students to consider some images of what arguing looks like. (Information on the sources and development of the images can be found in the Appendix.)
Hicks ' (1991) intensive interviews showed his subjects most focused on arguments in relationships-husband/wife, daughter/mother, brotherlbrother (see also . I therefore opened the presentation with two images of couples arguing bitterly and pointlessly, which I guessed students would see as typical.
The next three images were meant to remind students that arguing occurs more widely; they portrayed adults arguing, vigorously yet with apparent enjoyment, during meals. These were followed up by a set of pictures meant to provide a more dramatic challenge to student views: pairs of maroon-robed Tibetan Buddhist monks engaged in vigorous, formalized debate in a monastic courtyard (see Dreyfus, 2003) .
The next series of images portrayed arguing in a variety of more or less familiar contexts: in Christianity (following up on the "religion" theme); in baseball; in politics, center, right and left; and in history.
I closed by presenting two images in which people were not arguing, by way of contrast: Rodin's "Thinker" and a video clip of a brawl in the Taiwanese parliament.
As the images were displayed, I explained them where necessary, and asked the students to make connections or contrasts between them. For example, after the first few images, I asked the class what bodily motion(s) appeared to be associated with arguing. Several students immediately noted the obvious: all the images contained a pointed finger (or sometimes, open hand) directed by the arguer to the interlocutor, sometimes with a raised hand blocking the motion in reply. We went back over the images to confirm this generalization, which would also be substantiated in many of the remaining images as well. Similarly, a bit later in the presentation a woman student raised the question of the relationship of arguing to gender. Most of the slides, she pointed out, showed men arguing; and we briefly discussed whether men and women argue differently, either quantitatively or qualitatively.
As the third and final step in the exercise (Theorizing; ten minutes), I invited students to form their own view of arguing. I began with a brief talk integrating the images with the readings for the week, suggesting three possible conceptions of the activity we had just visually examined. Drawing a spectrum on the board, I proposed to the class that at one end there are those who consider arguing to be a fundamentally cooperative activity, like a dance. People who take this view consider arguing to be a joint act directed to a common goal, often the resolution of a difference of opinion in a rational fashion-Brockriede's "arguers as lovers." At other end, there are those who consider arguing to be a fundamentally competitive activity, like a fight. People who take this view think that in arguing, each side is out for personal advantage; each side wants to win, to dominate their opponentBrockriede's "arguers as rapists," or the metaphorical association of argument and war. In between these two extremes, there are those who consider arguing to be neither cooperative nor competitive, but rather coordinated. People who take this view think that arguers are pursuing their own goals, but are doing so in a way that shows respect for others.
After the lecturette, I gave students the opportunity to state their (tentatively) final conception of arguing. I asked that they take a drawing, tum it over, and write a paragraph or informal "essay" articulating their current views of what arguing looks like. Does it look more like love, or more like war? In particular, what does the basic argumentative gesture-the arm extended, the fmger pointing-mean? Clearly, it is addressed to another. Is it a violent invasion of that other's space? One step in a cooperative dance? Or an offer to coordinate their actions?
Students' pre-reflective views of arguing
So: what did these students think? During the initial, Drawing phase of the exercise I had attempted to elicit students' initial characterization of arguing by asking them "what 1-3 words best describe" the activity in the picture they had drawn. Students It is interesting to note that Hicks (1991) also found the first four of these themes in his intensive interviews with students. "Anger/angry" was by far the most common descriptive term, with eight instances. What I call "Argument Clinictype Remarks" typical of the Futile theme are symmetrical denials or accusations, such as "You suck!Nou suck!" and "No I didn't!Nes you did!" Among drawings with the Enjoyable/Productive theme, three represented a "happy face" only on the apparent winner of the argument.
Overall, including the Angry, Futile and Hurtful themes as "negative," 45 of the 62 drawings (73%) displayed negative attitudes towards arguing. Since Emphatic shades into Angry-it is hard to tell whether stick figures are just "loud" or actually "yelling"-including Emphatic as well means that 48 drawings (77%) displayed negative attitudes.
When selecting the photos presented in the second, Images, step of the exercise, I had guessed that students would imagine arguing among intimates as the paradigmatic case. This guess turned out to be correct. Nearly halfthe students' sketches placed arguments in Interpersonal settings. Many of these pictures were identified or identifiable as "girlfriend/boyfriend," "boyfriend/boyfriend," "guy/girl" or "couple" arguments. In addition to this largest group of drawings, a related set represented peer/peer interactions, identified as "friends," "roommates," "self/sister," "football players" and "students."
Another even more negative context was expressed in a group of drawings that directly linked arguing to physical violence. The Violence category included six drawings related to the events of September 11,2001 (five weeks prior to the exercise), picturing conflict between President Bush or an "American" generally and Osama bin Ladin, or an "Afghan" generally. Other pictures represented armies fighting in the U.S. civil war, two men fighting over a "girl," and cats fighting. Some students did imagine other contexts for arguing, however. Nearly a fifth of the class drew pictures of what I call Public Arguing. Representations of nonintimates arguing included pictures of debates in politics (3), courtrooms (2), athletics (2); after car accidents, by email, between dorm residents and the dorm manager, and in a grade complaint dialogue (I each). There is some obvious oW'r!ap here with the sort of situations I suspect many teachers of argumentation take as their paradigmatic cases-arguing in the standard rhetorical genres of deliberative (political) and forensic (courtroom) persuasion. This suggests that the teachers' view should be recognizable to at least some students.
A final group drew Abstract pictures, in which a drawing with no apparent relevance to argument (e.g., "Pac-Men") was supplemented by an extended explanation; my guess is that some of these students preferred a verbal to a visual means of expression.
If arguing between intimates is the first image that comes to their minds, then students' negative views of the activity make sense. In intimate relationships where concord is prized, the overt disagreement that is arguing's most salient feature (e.g., Trapp, 1986; Jacobs & Jackson, 1981; Meyers & Brashers, 1998) can be experienced as at least futile, if not decidedly harmful. It's worth noting by contrast that of the few drawings with no negative themes, seven (50%) were either Abstract Conceptions or Public Arguing-i.e., not Interpersonal.
In sum: the "What Does Arguing Look Like?" exercise revealed that a clear majority of this group of students initially viewed argument as angry, useless or even harmful, perhaps because they imagined it occurring in conflict-ridden disagreements among intimates and associated with other forms of fighting.
Students' reflective conceptions of arguing
Did these views change upon reflection? Analysis of the paragraphs students wrote during the final, Theorizing, step of the exercise suggests "yes." These paragraphs revealed a significantly broader range of views at the end of the exercise in comparison with the beginning. The main themes in the responses are summarized in Table 3 , clustering student views as Positive, Negative and Mixed (to be explained b Those adopting a final Negative view, although still a sizeable minority, nevertheless totaled only about a third of those expressing negative views at the beginning of the exercise-a substantial decrease. Common terms expressing the Negative theme included "competition, competitive, aggressive, one-upmanship" and "confrontationaL" For example: "Argument is competitive, aggressive. It's like trying to beat your opponent into submission-get him to give up their ideas in favor of yours. It's a beating." Arguers in this view were out to "win" or "defeat" each other, and argumentative moves and the bodily gestures were described as "offensive"/"attack" and "defensive"/"defense."
Even among these Negative responses, however, it was only asserted that argument was "like" or "sort of like war"-i.e., not war itself; two went on to explicitly contrast arguing with fighting, one explaining that "arguing is civilized, Table 3 . Students' Reflective Views of Arguing but fighting is barbaric." Several expressed a sense of resigned realism; arguing "should be closer to love but unfortunately it isn't." This was often ascribed to the fact that the arguers themselves were flawed. "People," as one student observed, "debate because they feel people must hear their view, not because they care or are open to the other person's view." Only a small minority of students was willing to commit itself fully to an optimistic, positive view of arguing. Students articulating this theme emphasized the reciprocity inherent in the argumentative relationship:
Arguing is like teaching except there are no teachers just students. Students want to gain knowledge but do not want to receive it from one another. So the students clash because the only other person contending their argument is another student. I think that the basic argument gesture is one that opens up a person and allows for a response. There are obviously various emotions behind this gesture ranging from anger to compromise, but the action itself is about opening a discussion. Other responses similarly stressed the importance of finding "common ground" or allowing one's own beliefs to be "shaped" by the other.
The majority of students expressed conceptions of arguing that retained some of their initial negativity, but in a moderated form or as part of a larger conceptionwhat I will call the Mixed view. Two subcategories emerged here. First was the theme of In the Middle, articulated by students who mentioned both competitive and cooperative aspects of arguing or placed themselves expressly in the middle of the competitive/cooperative spectrum. For example:
I think arguments are neither totally aggressive nor totally cooperative. Instead, during an argument at times there is cooperation and at times aggression. Because the arguers are both there it is somewhat cooperative. But since they both have their own positions it is somewhat aggressive. The arguers must try to coordinate in order to come to any conclusion. Therefore an argument can encompass aggression, cooperation & coordination all at once.
Argumentation is coordination. The basic gesture of arguing (pointing) suggests not only a physical affront because it is aggressive and accusatory, but it also suggests a contribution, meaning that arguments entail cooperation.
Features that were deemed to make arguing more cooperation-like included the goal of resolving disagreement, agreements between the arguers about tum-taking, equal contributions or responsiveness to each other and attitudes of mutual respect. Features that were deemed to make arguing more competition-like again included most prominently the personal characteristics of the arguers as being people motivated by "selfishness," out to "win," having "a vested interest" in their own positions. Several students noted that while arguing was In the Middle, it did often tend more towards the Negative end of the spectrum; for example: "in general (theory) arguing can look like a coordinated discussion .... However, in practice, argumentation frequently looks like a state of war." Other students, by contrast, viewed competition as not entirely Negative, for without it, "neither side would really invest themselves into the debate, and it wouldn't be good."
The second Mixed view was expressed using a Situational theme. These students either expressly stated that arguing took different "forms" or had different "levels" in different "situations," or at least suggested several different ways arguing "can" or "could" be. For example:
I believe argument looks different in different situations and amongst different people. As individuals, we do things differently than the next person. Also, we play mUltiple roles in our varied social context, allowing argument to take different forms within an individual. The meaning of the basic argument gesture lays in question, because it could have a few, but the gesture itself is both sly and sincere at the same time. It could either be a welcome, friendly invitation to debate or a friendly invitation to an unwelcome ambush. It presents the invited with a cause for caution, but at the same time for openness. Circumstances that were thought to make arguing vary included the relationship between the arguers (arguing "on political level when people who don't know each other debate about issues that effect many people" versus arguing that is "intimate"); the number of people involved ("from a group of two to an entire world of people"); differences in "intensity" of disagreement; motivation for arguing ('''mental stimulation'" versus coming to a "common understanding" or "middle ground"); personal characteristics (someone who "needs to prove him or herself to the other person" versus someone with "more passive tendencies"); and the "topic of the argument and its significance to the arguers."
Overall, it appears that two aspects of the exercise were most successful in inducing students to reconsider their initial conceptions. First, the diversity of settings, purposes and roles for arguing displayed in the Images step (and possibly in discussion with their peers) seems to have challenged (or reminded) some students to recognize the Situational nature of arguing. From this broader perspective, although in some situations arguing may be angry, futile and so on, in others it may be a functional and enjoyable activity. Second, the lecturette presenting a spectrum of diverse conceptions of arguing seems to have challenged (or reminded) some students to recognize the validity of views other than their own. This class was throughout the course very eager to find all conceptions of anything to be correct, at least in part. Making explicit a spectrum of views on arguing running from "War" to "Love" gave them the opportunity to locate themselves somewhere in the middle, and thereby to acknowledge at least some positive aspects of the activity.
Conclusions and speculation
Overall, the class seemed to enjoy the "What Does Arguing Look Like?" exercise. Like Alice before Wonderland, I and (I believe) the students found it pleasant to break up a normally prosy activity with some pictures.
As the results I've presented suggest, the exercise also seems to have achieved its purposes. The exercise confirmed that most students in this class did start by viewing arguing negatively, and filled in some details of how and why they did so. The exercise also revealed that students· initial conceptions incorporated key areas of flexibility that could be exploited relatively easily to encourage them to take broader views.
I have used the exercise now a haifa dozen times in various settings, including as a first-week activity in classes specifically focused on argumentation. Speaking impressionistically, the results appear the same. Now that I have more definite expectations of what they will draw, I replace the final "spectrum" lecturette by asking students to discuss the differences between their own sketches and the images. For example, I ask them why so many ofthem drew girlfriend/boyfriends, and so few, public meetings; or why the people in their drawings are mostly angry, while the people in the images mostly aren't. This discussion appears to produce the same Situational and In the Middle essay themes as the more labored presentation.
Of course, no one-day exercise is sufficient to transform students' attitudes. But if the themes that emerge when examining "What Does Arguing Look Like?" are re-iterated throughout the semester, teachers of argumentation can reasonably hope to change students' negative views of arguing, thus influencing their motivation for learning and their conceptions of the subject.
Let me close with a final speculation. If, as above, we conceive argumentation as a practical art, then the exercise I have described has uses beyond the pedagogical. Argumentation theorists ought (among other things) to give voice to the practical understandings of ordinary practitioners. Students in our classes are ordinary practitioners. Therefore their views are something theorists ought to listen to (or look at). From this perspective, the "What Does Arguing Look Like?" exercise can be a small dialogue from which teachers, as well as students, learn something.
Consider this example. One set of drawings took me by surprise-they portrayed a context for arguing that I hadn't thought much about before, although on reflection it isn't unfamiliar. On one sketch of an athlete arguing with a referee, the student noted three descriptive terms: "human error, anger, questioning authority." A similar theme appears in a drawing of a student (thinking "A") arguing with a teacher (thinking "C"), and in another of residents arguing with a dorm manager. Thus at least some of these students (in contrast to Hicks', 1991, interviewees and the Benoits', 1987, respondents) thought that arguing was an appropriate way for subordinates to address, and indeed object to, those with power over them.
After examining the students' final essays closely, I began to notice resonances between these drawings and some conceptions articulated there. Several essays expressed a bond between arguing and self-assertion, and in particular asserting one's own worth in a world that tends to overlook it. show themselves, not their opinions, to be right. And others explained that it is this close tie between the person and the argument that makes arguing so often angry. "One's position consumes the arguer," as one student put it, causing him to respond perhaps too aggressively to challenges. "When the convictions are deeply personal," another proposed, "conflict is almost inevitable." Why was I surprised by this cluster of ideas? In part, it may be because I and my students live in somewhat different worlds: younger university students may have more experience with being pushed around and disrespected than older university professors do-perhaps. But it's also the case that very little in contemporary argumentation theory forces me to take seriously the relationship between the arguer and the position she is arguing. Most theorists, for example, use quite weak terms to designate this relationship, as Perelman did in speaking of "adherence" (Goodwin, 1995) . The students' responses suggestthatthis vocabulary seriously underrates the bond. Repeatedly their essays are telling us that people only argue when they care, deeply; that in arguing, they are putting not only their opinions, but themselves and their deepest convictions at risk. This conception is not completely unknown to theory. It was once explored by Henry W. Johnstone (1959) . Perhaps it's now due another look.
I began this project in the spirit of "classroom research," as a "systematic and careful study of learning as it takes place day by day" with the goal of "gaining insight and understanding into how to make [my] teaching more effective" (Cross and Steadman, 1996,2) . I close it with a call for further research into argumentation itself. Argumentation theory in North America has always developed in close connection with pedagogy (Johnson & Blair, 1994) . This tradition may be fruitfully continued not only through classroom research into our pedagogy, but through research into the argumentation theories that get articulated, by students as well as teachers, within our classrooms.
